
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks for buying The Blaze Splitboard Binding; designed, tested, and manufactured in 

Bozeman, Montana, U.S.A. We at Spark R&D are proud to keep pushing innovation in 

the world of splitboarding to make it more practical and more fun for you, the rider. 

Your feedback has continued to inspire our creativity. Thanks! 

 

BLAZE your own trail …. 
But before you step into this set of bindings, there are a few things you need to know: 

 

 Before you even slide the binding onto the pucks or put it in touring mode – 

check that the pins slide easily through the touring brackets. 99% of people will 

have no problems; however, we’ve found that occasionally the touring bracket 

hole sizing is not consistent. If you are one of the lucky few and need to open up 

the hole a bit, use the enclosed sandpaper. Check pin fit frequently. You 

shouldn’t have to remove much material. 

 

 Make sure that your touring bracket tabs aren’t bent from use. If they’re bent, 

the bindings won’t fit quite right. Bend the brackets back into shape using pliers, 

as needed. 

 

 Set up your Voile pucks with the ONE slot pucks on the HEEL edge of the board 

(using the two slot pucks on the heel edge can cause heel drag). If using the 

Voile puck tool you may have to move the two slotted puck in slightly to allow 

the pin to slide through. 

 

 These bindings are adjustable! If the fit is not perfect out of the box, do a little 

adjusting to get them right. Everyone is different, but these bindings fit every foot! 

Use the allan wrenches included in this box to adjust heel cup or toe tabs. Then 

throw the tools in your pack so they are always with you when you’re out in the 

backcountry. 

 

 If you have a forward angle on your rear foot, you may notice some interference 

from the pins in ride mode. If this happens to you, just swap out the pins so that 

they slide in from the outside rather than the inside. 

 
For a printable product guide of The Blaze Spiltboard Binding, with more detail and photos, go 

to: www.sparkrandd.com/products/the-blaze and click on the “view product guide” button. 

Call or email us with questions: 406-580-7674, sales@sparkrandd.com. 

 

See you in the backcountry! 

http://www.sparkrandd.com/products/the-blaze

